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Executive Summary

M

ost of today’s college students view having success in the workplace, earning a decent salary,
and having a fulfilling career as key reasons for pursuing higher education. This sentiment is echoed by governors, state legislators, and higher education leaders
who are looking at the labor market success of graduates to evaluate how well postsecondary institutions are
preparing students to join the workforce and contribute to the economy. However, there is a growing belief
that colleges are not adequately preparing students for
the jobs and careers needed in the 21st century and
that a substantial gap exists between the training and
education America’s college graduates receive and the
skills today’s labor market demands.
Of the many options being actively discussed to
bridge the divide, apprenticeship programs are attracting widespread bipartisan support. Apprenticeships are
often considered the “gold standard” of workforce education. They are formal training programs during which
successful applicants are paid while being trained on the
job by experienced workers or mentors. Acquiring new
skills in the workplace is accompanied by related training, typically provided by an educational institution
such as a community college or a trade organization
such as a union. In the past two years of his administration, President Barack Obama made apprenticeships
a priority, directing well over $250 million to support
apprenticeship programs. In 2017, President Trump
signed an executive order to increase federal funding
from $90 million per year to $200 million.

Public two-year community colleges are already
central to the nation’s career and technical education
system, granting hundreds of thousands of occupationally oriented certificates and technically focused
associate degrees. Many community college leaders
have welcomed the administration’s call for apprenticeship programs, and some have already shown
themselves adept at working with the Department of
Labor’s registered apprenticeship programs. But the
overwhelming majority of community colleges have
a ways to go before they can meaningfully contribute
to the number of apprenticeships that so many politicians and analysts argue the nation needs.
In this report we explore how community colleges could play a more active role in growing the
number of apprenticeships nationwide, a role that
would contribute to resolving the current mismatch
between what postsecondary institutions produce
and what employers need. We begin with a brief summary of the past and current state of apprenticeships
and the role apprenticeships play in other countries.
We then turn to the challenges faced by community
colleges interested in sponsoring apprenticeship
programs and what reforms might help community
colleges overcome the internal and external obstacles in their way to expansion. We conclude with the
role private apprenticeship service providers may
play as competitors to community colleges interested in apprenticeship programs.
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T

he overwhelming majority of today’s college
students consider succeeding in the workplace,
earning a decent salary, and enjoying a fulfilling career
as the main goal of higher education.1 Governors, state
legislators, and higher education leaders are concerned
about the quality of their workforce and are looking
at the labor market success of graduates to evaluate
how well postsecondary institutions are preparing
students to achieve those objectives.2 In recent years,
there has been a growing belief that colleges are not
adequately preparing students for the jobs and careers
needed in the 21st century and that a substantial gap
exists between the training and education America’s
college graduates receive and the skills today’s labor
market demands.3
Of the many options being actively discussed
to bridge that divide, apprenticeship programs are
attracting widespread bipartisan support. Apprenticeships are often referred to as the “gold standard”
of workforce education.4 Part of this is because, on
average, apprentices tend to outearn nonparticipants,
and some apprenticeship programs have been found
to yield better results than other training methods,
particularly for middle-skills jobs.5 In the past two
years of his administration, President Obama made
apprenticeships a priority, directing well over $250
million to support apprenticeship programs.6 In 2017,
President Trump signed an executive order to further increase federal funding from $90 million per
year to $200 million.7 Following that executive order,
Secretary of Labor Alexander Acosta assembled the

Apprenticeship Expansion Task Force to develop
recommendations to transform American apprenticeships from a system dominated by construction
trades and unions to a system that fits the nation’s
modern, technology-based economy.8
In May 2018, the task force released its final
report, calling for the development of a “separate,
streamlined, industry-led” apprenticeship program,
or “industry-recognized apprenticeships.”9 A chief
component of these industry-recognized apprenticeships would feature nationally portable, industryrecognized credentials. The task force recommended
that quality and accountability requirements remain
in place for these apprenticeships and that federal
funding criteria be updated to ensure equal treatment
of registered apprenticeships and industry-recognized
apprenticeships. That the task force calls for a new
and separate apprenticeship program, rather than
fixing the current system, might suggest there are
structural limitations in the existing apprenticeship
program that inhibit it from modernizing.
Clearly, apprenticeships are attracting a great deal
of attention at the federal and state levels, but they
represent only a sideshow compared to the number of
other postsecondary credentials awarded each year.
In 2015 there were 23,578 persons who completed a
civilian apprenticeship program. This is a far cry from
the 961,000 one- and two-year certificates awarded
in 2015. The number of certificates awarded is up
35 percent over the previous 10 years, while the
number of apprenticeship completers has remained
3
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What Is an Apprenticeship?

stagnant over the same time period.10 Of the certificates awarded, research suggests that many programs in technical fields can lead to high earnings,
but other certificate programs do not increase average earnings.11
Similarly, over one million associate degrees were
awarded in 2015, a 45.5 percent increase over the
previous decade.12 While about half of these were
awarded to students who desired to transfer to traditional, four-year degree programs, the other half
were primarily awarded in career and technically oriented fields. Obviously, students are voting with their
feet as more of them are seeking alternative routes to
enter the labor market. With students continuing to
flock to technical training programs through associate
degrees and certificates, should community colleges
add apprenticeships to that mix as the current administration has suggested?13
Most of the career-oriented credentials are
awarded by public two-year community colleges,
making them central to America’s career and technical education system.14 Not surprisingly, community
colleges have officially welcomed the administration’s
call for apprenticeship programs, and some have
shown themselves adept at working with the registered apprenticeship programs that are administered
through the Department of Labor (DOL).15 But given
how small the number of apprenticeships awarded
each year is compared to the number of certificates
and degrees they grant, community colleges, in spite
of their recently expressed willingness, clearly have a
ways to go before they can meaningfully contribute
to the expanded number of apprenticeships that so
many politicians and analysts argue the nation needs.
In this report we explore how community colleges
might play a more active role in growing the number
of apprenticeships nationwide, a role that would contribute to resolving the current mismatch between
what postsecondary institutions produce and what
employers need. We begin our analysis with a brief
summary of the past and current state of apprenticeships because, despite the hype, so little is commonly
known about them. Afterward we discuss the conditions under which community colleges could play a
larger role in their expansion.

While no single definition constitutes an apprenticeship, for the purpose of this report, we consider an
apprenticeship to be a formal program in which successful applicants are paid while being trained on the
job by experienced workers or mentors. The acquisition of new skills in the workplace is accompanied
by a set of related coursework (called in-classroom
instruction), usually provided by an educational institution such as a community college or a trade organization such as a union.16
Since the passage of the National Apprenticeship
Act in 1937, a formal apprenticeship program is one
that is registered with the federal government or a
related state agency.17 The DOL, which oversees these
programs at the federal level, along with participating state apprenticeship agencies, both determine
the occupations that can be addressed by an official
apprenticeship program and set the guidelines that
need to be followed to register the program.18 Today
there are 13,656 federally registered apprenticeship
programs, including both civilian programs and US
military apprenticeship programs. Civilian apprenticeship programs include all apprenticeships except
for those offered through the US military. US military apprenticeship programs are formal military programs offered to active-duty members of the armed
service to improve their job skills.19
An informal network also exists, in which many
thousands of apprentices are being trained in unregistered programs. Some limited survey data suggest that the number of apprentices in unregistered
programs greatly exceeds the number of registered
apprentices. Some estimates by the Department of
Education indicate that as many as 1.5 percent of all
adults participated in some type of formal or informal apprenticeship program between 2000 and 2004.
However, there is no definitive way of knowing how
many informal programs are out there or what their
characteristics are. Consequently, in this report we
focus only on registered programs.20
Although requirements for programs can vary from
state to state, the standards for a registered apprenticeship program typically require at least 2,000 hours
4
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Table 1. Virginia Requirements for a Registered Apprenticeship Program
Eligibility and Requirements:
• A
 s a full-fledged employee of the sponsoring company, a registered apprentice completes a minimum of 2,000
hours of supervised on-the-job training and a minimum of 144 hours of related classroom instruction for each
year of apprenticeship.
• Apprenticeship terms are occupation specific, but the average term is four years.
• S
 uccessful completion of the registered apprenticeship program earns the apprentice nationally recognized
state certification as a journeyperson.
• All apprentices are registered through a DOL and industry apprenticeship representative.
On-the-Job Training:
• The apprentice’s sponsor provides on-the-job training through qualified journeypersons.
Related Instruction:
• R elated instruction may be provided through a local community college, a vocational and technical center,
electronically, or, in some instances, at the place of employment.
Source: Virginia Department of Labor and Industry, “Registered Apprenticeships,” https://www.doli.virginia.gov/apprenticeship/.

of training and recommend an additional 144 hours of
related instruction each year. This highlights one of
the unique features about apprenticeship programs:
Participants combine classroom learning with on-thejob training to directly prepare them for work. Of
course, some programs are as short as one year or as
long as six, but the majority are four years in length.21
As an example of how a number of states follow these
federal guidelines, Table 1 displays Virginia’s requirements for a registered apprenticeship program.

system the act established has never been widely
understood or used by employers, employees, or college administrators.
Well into the middle of the 20th century, apprenticeship programs were commonly held in low esteem
partly because of a long-standing assumption that
apprenticeships were for high school students who
were not “college material” and that they led to
jobs for men primarily associated with construction
trades and labor unions. By the 1980s, parents, teachers, and high school counselors began pushing high
school graduates to go to college, especially four-year
schools.23 This was in part due to the pressure from
advocates concerned with the potentially discriminatory effects of tracking in the nation’s schools. The
push for more students to attend college was also
aided by the rapid growth of federal postsecondary
financial aid programs, which made college accessible
to a wider range of students than ever before.
Table 2 shows the size of the mindset shift that took
place during the 1980s, as the “college for all” mentality motivated more students to enroll in college rather

How Do Apprenticeships Fit with
Changes in Career and Technical
Education?
Apprenticeships have been around since the nation’s
founding (indeed, they can be traced back to the Middle Ages in Europe), but it was not until the New Deal
programs were enacted to fight the Great Depression
that these were formalized in the National Apprenticeship Act of 1937.22 Despite being on the books for
just over 80 years, the “registered apprenticeship”
5
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Table 2. Percentage of Fathers, Mothers, Counselors, and Teachers Who Advise High School
Sophomores to Attend College, 1980–90
Fathers

Mothers

Counselors

Teachers

1980

1990

1980

1990

1980

1990

1980

1990

59%

77%

65%

83%

32%

65%

32%

66%

Men

56%

74%

62%

81%

32%

64%

32%

64%

Women

64%

80%

69%

85%

33%

66%

33%

67%

Lowest

40%

60%

48%

65%

26%

56%

28%

57%

Second

50%

72%

56%

79%

26%

61%

27%

61%

Third

64%

83%

69%

90%

31%

66%

30%

66%

Highest

80%

91%

85%

96%

43%

74%

42%

75%

Total

Student Test
Quartile

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, “High School and Beyond Base Year Student Survey,” US Department of Education,
1980; and National Center for Education Statistics, “National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988, Follow-Up Student Survey,” US
Department of Education, 1990.

Figure 1. Number of Civilian Apprenticeship Programs, 2008–17
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Figure 2. Number of Active Civilian Apprentices, New Apprentices, and Completers, 2008–17
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Note: “New Apprentices” are apprentices who registered during that period. (The begin date is used, not the registration date.) “Active
Apprentices” includes registered, suspended, and reinstated apprentices. “Program Completers” are apprentices who have completed their apprenticeship during the period.
Source: US Department of Labor, “Apprenticeship: Data and Statistics,” https://doleta.gov/oa/data_statistics.cfm.

than explore alternative pathways into the labor market. Across a relatively short period of time, the percentage of parents, teachers, and guidance counselors
advising students—at all levels of academic ability—
to attend college increased substantially. In 1980,
fewer than half of teachers and counselors recommended college to the highest-performing students, but
by 1990 more than half of them were recommending
college for the lowest-performing ones.24 The push for
more students to attend college left alternative career
pathways such as technical education and apprenticeship programs undersubscribed.
Fast-forwarding to the 21st century, the number
of civilian apprenticeship programs fell dramatically
during the Great Recession, even as college attendance, particularly in community colleges, increased
(Figure 1).25 Despite the emphasis on apprenticeships

by the Obama administration and President Trump,
the number has still not recovered. According to
the DOL, there were around 8,600 registered civilian apprenticeship programs in 2016, down 30 percent from the 2008 fiscal year.26 And the number of
newly registered programs fell dramatically after the
Great Recession in 2008 and is only now beginning to
return to prerecession levels.27 The data in Figure 1
exclude military apprenticeship programs, since military programs are quite different than civilian workforce apprenticeship programs. (However, military
apprenticeship programs comprise over half of US
apprenticeship programs.28)
Figure 2 shows a somewhat more positive picture
with respect to the number of apprentices. Paralleling
the decline in programs since 2008, the number of
apprentices in the workforce declined precipitously
7
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Table 3. National Averages of Completion, Cancellation, and Retention Rates Based on Federal
Workload Only, Fiscal Year 2005–14
Fiscal Year

Completion Rate

Cancellation Rate

Retention Rate

2005

52%

40%

8%

2006

50%

38%

12%

2007

50%

37%

13%

2008

50%

36%

14%

2009

43%

40%

17%

2010

38%

40%

17%

2011

37%

43%

20%

2012

39%

45%

16%

2013

44%

45%

11%

2014

46%

41%

13%

Note: Fiscal year data are based on the prior year’s expected completers. “Cancellation Rate” is the percentage of apprentices who
dropped out of their program in that year. “Retention Rate” is the percentage of apprentices who matriculated to the following year of
their program. These national rates incorporate both civilian and military apprentices.
Source: Registered Apprenticeship Partners Information Data System as of October 31, 2014.

over the next five years. However, their number has
recovered dramatically since the 2013 nadir and now
exceeds prerecession levels. This uptick has been
fed by a fairly rapid increase in the number of new
apprentices. Nonetheless, even with this uptick,
depending on how calculations are made, apprentices represent only about 0.3 percent of the nation’s
total civilian workforce and around 4 percent of the
annual cohort of entrants into the workforce, more
or less the same percentage as in 1990.29 The bottom
line: Despite the heightened attention about apprenticeships, the number of individuals that complete an
apprenticeship program is miniscule when compared
to the over 961,000 sub-baccalaureate certificates
awarded in 2014–15 and the over one million associate
degrees or the nearly two million bachelor’s degrees
awarded annually.30
While the number of new apprentices has grown
significantly since the Great Recession, as Figure 2
shows, the number of apprenticeship completers has
declined since 2008. As shown in Table 3, between
2005 and 2014 the Registered Apprenticeship Partners
Information Data System shows completion rates

fluctuating between 52 percent (2005) and 37 percent
(2011).31 For fiscal year 2017 the rate was about 54 percent—substantially better than the completion rates
of many certificate programs at community colleges
but still lower than might be expected given the excitement surrounding the value of apprenticeships.32

Educational Background and
Demographic Characteristics of Civilian
Apprentices
Examining the prior educational attainment of current apprentices clarifies the role community colleges
might have as recruiters of potential apprentices.
Unfortunately, finding detailed information on this
is difficult. Table 4 summarizes data collected by the
DOL. Over three-quarters of apprentices have a high
school education or greater; however, the available
data do not break out completion of high school alone
versus other postsecondary educational experience.
Still, given the available data, we can see that only
5 percent of apprentices entered their respective programs with either some postsecondary (community
8
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college or university) education or prior technical
training, creating a large potential pool of apprenticeship trainees for community colleges.

can use the kind of student support that community
colleges often provide.
In the 2010 enrollment cohort of apprentices, there
were 19,575 men and only 1,851 women. Women in
apprenticeship programs were about five years older
than men on average. They were concentrated in
social service professions, such as early childcare and
nursing assistance.36

Table 4. Educational Attainment Level of
Active Apprentices Since 2000
Education Level

Percentage

Less Than or Equal to 8th Grade

1%

9th–12th Grade

9%

General Educational Development

11%

High School or Greater

72%

Postsecondary or Technical Training

5%

Unknown

2%

Earnings and Employment Rates of
Apprentices
Accumulating evidence shows that the wage gains for
apprenticeship completers can be impressive. The
Mathematica study of apprenticeships in 10 states
documented significant benefits accruing to completers of registered apprenticeships, in terms of
wages and employment. For example, six years after
completing, the average annual earnings for apprenticeship participants were more than $6,500 higher
than the wages of demographically similar nonparticipants in the same state.37 Male completers were also
15 percent more likely to be employed.38
To get a better sense of how impressive the outcomes
can be, consider earnings data of Florida apprenticeship participants. Florida keeps track of apprenticeship
programs that are offered by the state’s community colleges and their “district technical centers,” a key component of the state’s career and technical education
system.39 Like the nation as a whole, Florida produces
a relatively small number of apprentices compared to
the large numbers of associate and bachelor’s degrees
its public institutions award, but the overall median
first-year wages of all apprentices, around $48,000,
compares favorably to the $29,000 median earned by
associate degree graduates and the $35,000 median of
the state’s bachelor’s degree graduates.40
For more details, consider Table 6, which shows
the first-year wages by program of students who have
completed apprenticeships. Note that except for the
low-paying apprenticeship in early childhood education, the median wages of every other apprenticeship
program listed exceeds the median earnings of associate degree graduates and even bachelor’s degree graduates, often by tens of thousands of dollars.

Source: The data were made available to the authors by the US
Department of Labor’s Office of Apprenticeship. The specific file
they used is “R_APPR_PROGRAM_P,” from which all “unknowns”
or blanks were removed. The database covers every apprentice
registered in the federal system since approximately 2000 in
nearly every program registered since then but also includes several programs that date back to older legacy systems.

Table 5 contains important, and difficult to find,
demographic information on apprentices from a
2012 Mathematica study by Debbie Reed and colleagues. The data summarize information on the 2010
cohort participating in registered apprenticeship programs in 10 states.33 As already evident in the national
data shown in Table 4, the state data show that most
apprentices were high school graduates (83.2 percent) or had some postsecondary education or technical training (10.3 percent). Nearly 70 percent are
between 21 and 39 years old—an age group that fits
the age profile of most students at community colleges. The national average age of apprentices is 28.34
As could be expected, given the nation’s history
of apprenticeships, most are men (91.4 percent). If
the racial diversity shown is compared to that of the
entire population of the 10 states where 79 percent
were white, this apprentice cohort is more diverse,
with 31 percent being either black or Hispanic.35 Of
additional importance for community college recruitment is the large number of veteran (9.2 percent) and
imprisoned (11 percent) apprentices, subgroups that
9
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Table 5. Demographic Characteristics of Apprentices in the 2010 Enrollment Cohort
Age
16–20 Years Old
21–39 Years Old

At Least 40 Years Old
Average Age (Years)

All

Men

Women

13.4%
(2,871)
69.2%

13.9%
(2,721)
70.0%

7.9%
(146)
59.7%

(14,827)

(13,703)

(1,105)

17.5%
(3,750)
30.7

16.1%
(3,152)
30.3

32.4%
(600)
34.9

91.4%
(17,892)

8.6%
(159)

67.6%

68.6%

56.7%

(14,484)
14.4%
(3,085)

(13,428)

(1,050)

13.5%

23.0%

(2,643)

(426)

16.6%

16.6%

17.4%

(3,557)

(3,249)

(322)

1.4%
(300)

1.3%
(254)

2.9%
(54)

0.5%

0.5%

0.3%

(107)

(98)

(6)

6.1%

6.2%

4.3%

(1,307)

(1,214)

(80)

Gender
Race/Ethnicity
White

Black
Hispanic
Other Race
Education
Less Than High School

Some High School
High School Graduate

83.2%

82.8%

86.9%

(17,826)

(16,208)

(1,609)

10.3%
(2,207)

10.4%
(2,036)

8.5%
(157)

Veteran

9.2%
(1,971)

9.7%
(1,899)

3.1%
(57)

Prisoner at Enrollment

11.0%
(2,357)

9.3%
(1,820)

29.0%
(537)

Sample Size

21,426

19,575

1,851

Postsecondary

Note: The number of individuals is listed in parentheses. The 2010 apprenticeship enrollment cohort comprised 21,426 individuals
(19,575 men and 1,851 women; totals from the table may not be exact due to rounding). Note that these numbers reflect a representative sample of apprentices, unlike the comprehensive tallies presented earlier in the report.
Source: Adapted from Debbie Reed et al., An Effectiveness Assessment and Cost-Benefit Analysis of Registered Apprenticeship in 10
States, Mathematica Policy Research, July 25, 2012, Table III.1, https://wdr.doleta.gov/research/fulltext_documents/etaop_2012_10.
pdf. The study, prepared for the US Department of Labor Employment and Training Administration, is based on Registered Apprenticeship Partners Information Data System, which covers the registered apprenticeship program in 32 states for 2000–10.
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Table 6. First-Year Wages of Students Who Have Completed an Apprenticeship Program in
Florida, 2014
Number of
Completers

Program Name

Median First-Year
Wage

Heavy-Equipment Operation

15

$95,000

Elevator Constructor Mechanic

16

$88,000

Millwright

17

$84,000

Plumbing Technology or Plumber

27

$64,000

Firefighter

31

$58,000

Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, and Heating Technology

113

$55,000

Structural Steel Work—APPR

69

$51,000

199

$51,000

Heavy-Equipment Mechanics

40

$50,000

Sheet Metal Fabrication Technology

22

$48,000

Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation, and Refrigeration
Maintenance Technology or Technician

32

$48,000

120

$47,000

Electrician

53

$46,000

Carpentry

17

$41,000

Pipefitting or Pipefitter and Sprinkler Fitter

18

$41,000

Machining

13

$37,000

Bachelor’s Graduates (Florida Universities)

63,278

$35,000

Associate of Arts

54,954

$29,000

342

$23,000

Electrician

Plumbing Technology

Early Childhood Education

Note: Some apprenticeships are offered by Florida community colleges; others are through the district technical centers.
Source: Based on data files supplied to College Measures by the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, https://www.air.org/
center/college-measures.

Florida also tracks apprentices who are employed
in the state. Apprentices in early childhood education
have the lowest percentage employed, but still over
70 percent are found in the labor market. Employment
rates are over 90 percent in a dozen fields shown in
Table 6 and over 80 percent in the remaining fields.41
Similarly, data from apprenticeship programs in
Tennessee reveal family-sustaining wages and placement rates for apprenticeship completers that would
make most community college academic programs
envious, as shown in Table 7.
Evidence shows that these patterns are found across
the country. In the state of Washington, for example,

94 percent of completers were employed during the
third quarter after leaving the program, and their
annual earnings were around $75,000.42 Data from
Michigan also show strong wage results. According to a
recent report, the average starting wage of people who
registered for apprenticeship programs was around $14
per hour. Wages increased to over $20 per hour among
students who completed their programs.43 Nationwide, according to the DOL, 87 percent of apprentices
are employed after they finish their programs, with an
average starting salary of over $50,000.44
However, two caveats are in order. First, as noted
above, completion rates for apprenticeship programs
11
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Table 7. First-Year Wages and Employment Rate of Students Who Have Completed an
Apprenticeship Program at Selected Tennessee Colleges of Applied Technology, 2016
Tennessee College of
Applied Technology at

Field of Apprenticeship

Placement

Average of Median
2016 Earnings

Murfreesboro

Industrial Electrical Maintenance

84%

$54,678

McMinnville

Automotive Technology

89%

$35,345

Memphis

Electronics Technology

70%

$49,387

Pulaski

Industrial Maintenance Technology

86%

$45,955

Jackson

Industrial Electricity

71%

$63,540

Knoxville

Industrial Electricity

83%

$52,720

Morristown

Industrial Electricity

95%

$52,720

Newbern

Computer-Aided Design Technology

90%

$52,197

McKenzie

Industrial Maintenance Technology

73%

$47,295

Paris

Industrial Maintenance Technology

92%

$49,010

Shelbyville

Industrial Electricity

84%

$40,025

Whiteville

Industrial Maintenance Technology

N/A

$50,040

Livingston

Automotive Technology

86%

$35,345

Note: The table displays selected Tennessee Colleges of Applied Technology (TCAT) apprenticeship programs, though these amounts
are comparable to all other TCAT programs. Placement refers to the employment rate of program completers at a job within three
months after program exit.
Source: Data are derived from a review of the website of each of the TCAT. See College System of Tennessee, “Colleges of Applied Technology,” https://www.tbr.edu/institutions/colleges-applied-technology.

now hover around 50 percent, and the wages in Table 7
are for completers. Nonetheless, the Mathematica
study found that apprenticeship participants (not necessarily completers) still enjoyed large earnings gains
after they exited. In general, how non-completers fare
is relatively unknown—but we know from other education and training programs that non-completers usually enjoy far lower earnings benefits than completers.
Second, the earnings premium for apprenticeship participants tends to narrow by the ninth year after enrollment.45 Further, according to federal data, the rate at
which the wages of bachelor’s degree recipients grow
is faster than the rate of wage growth for students who

completed sub-baccalaureate programs. Still, even if
college graduates’ earnings catch up or surpass apprentices’ earnings, on average, the apprentices who have
completed their programs are solidly in the middle
class and making family-sustaining wages.

International Comparisons
International comparisons between apprenticeships in the US and other developed economies can
help highlight how different and limited the nation’s
approach is—and can help show what might be
12
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Table 8. Occupations with the Most Active Apprentices in the United States, 2016–17

Percentage of Total Apprentices

Occupation
Electrician

20.5%

Plumbers, Pipefitters, and Steamfitters

11.4%

Carpenter

9.9%

Construction Laborers

6.9%

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers

3.9%

Electrical Power-Line Installers and Repairers

3.5%

Sheet Metal Worker

3.3%

Structural Iron and Steel Workers

2.6%

Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers

2.2%

Roofer

1.9%

Top 10 Occupations as a Percentage of All Apprenticeships

66.1%

Source: Employment and Training Administration, “Registered Apprenticeship National Results FY 2016,” US Department of Labor,
https://doleta.gov/oa/data_statistics.cfm.

possible in the future. Indeed, to the extent that the
occupations for which apprenticeships are geared
expand beyond blue-collar trades, community colleges might find new areas in which they could
expand. For example, many of the occupations found
in other countries use apprenticeship training programs that require less expensive equipment and
are more open to women than the occupations that
American apprenticeships are typically geared to.
As we look at these data, a word of warning is in
order: While the most avid advocates of apprenticeships often cite Switzerland and Germany as examples of what a strong national apprenticeship program
could look like, international comparisons must be
considered in light of different histories, economies,
and cultures.
With this warning in mind, we note that apprenticeships in other advanced economies indeed attract
students with a wider range of educational attainment
than in the United States. For example, as we saw in

Tables 4 and 5, while most participants (between
77 percent and 83 percent) in registered apprenticeship programs in the US have graduated from high
school, we do not know what percentage of them
would have been qualified to enroll in a selective college. By contrast, a 2010 report for the Apprenticeship
Ambassadors Network, which compared the apprenticeship system in eight European countries, found that
70 percent of English apprenticeship candidates held
a General Certificate of Education Advanced Level
(A Level), the highest rate of all the countries in
the study.46
This means those English apprenticeship candidates have not only graduated from a secondary school but also, more importantly, completed
A-Level courses, the most rigorous classes in English
high schools. In England, students who have passed
A-Level courses would usually be able to enroll in
fairly selective universities. In effect, this means that
these students are choosing an apprenticeship over a
13
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Table 9. Sectors with the Most Apprentices in England, 2007–08

Tables 10 and 11 contain similar information but report apprenSector
2007–08
ticeships by specific occupations
rather than by employment sector
13%
Customer Service
due to data availability. Therefore,
13%
Construction
the percentages appear smaller
12%
Business Administration
than those found in Table 9.
These international compari11%
Hairdressing
sons are presented to aid policy10%
Children’s Care Learning and Development
makers as they rethink some of
the current practices that limit the
9%
Hospitality and Catering
expansion of apprenticeship pro9%
Engineering
grams to train American workers
8%
Vehicle Maintenance and Repair
for the evolving labor market.49
Still, given the cultural, regulatory,
8%
Health and Social Care
and historical differences limit8%
Retail
ing the transferability of practices
found in other countries, it would
Source: Hilary Steedman, “The State of Apprenticeship in 2010, International Comparisons: Australia, Austria, England, France, Germany, Ireland, Sweden, Switzerland,” Lon- be a fool’s errand to expect that
the US could directly copy what
don Centre for Economic Performance, 2010.
other nations do. Germany and
university education. Indeed, some of England’s top
Switzerland, which train a large share of their labor
institutions of higher education are now advising stuforce through apprenticeships, have a rich culture of
dents with strong academic credentials to consider
vocational education, which is missing in both the US
apprenticeships and other forms of technical educaand UK.50
tion instead of following the usual university route.47
In addition, K–12 education systems vary remarkThis may also be due to the high fees at British univerably by country, which naturally affects how and who
sities, which in 2017 had the highest average tuition
decides to enroll in apprenticeship programs. In Ger48
level of any developed country.
many, for example, “tracking” begins early (usually
Another comparison we have previously noted
around the age of 10 or 12), and the courses that speis that apprenticeships in the US currently are concific groups of students take throughout high school
centrated in a relatively narrow band of occupations,
will typically determine what postsecondary educaalmost all in construction or manufacturing. In fact,
tion opportunities will be available to them.51 Since
almost two-thirds of all active apprentices can be
Germany’s tracking system steers many students into
found in just 10 occupations (Table 8).
the apprenticeship programs, Germany’s apprenticeIn contrast, in the next three tables we see that
ship sector is unsurprisingly more robust than what
England, Germany, and Switzerland have a far broader
is found in the US, and the US could not directly reprange of occupational categories in which apprentices
licate it without other significant changes to the US
are being trained—many being areas of study offered
education system.
at American community colleges, such as customer
Moreover, job classifications might capture differservice, sales, and business administration. These
ent occupations across countries, leading to inconsiscareers, along with others in more technical fields,
tent measurements. For example, nursing is a degree
show up as areas in which many apprenticeships are
program in the UK but an apprencticeship program
found abroad, in sharp contrast to the narrower focus
in Germany. In addition, the international data preof apprenticeships in the US.
sented in these tables are nearly a decade old, and
14
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Table 10. Occupations with the Most Apprentices in Germany, 2006–07
Percentage of
Total Apprentices

Occupation
HGV Mechanic (Kraftfahrzeugmechatroniker/in)

4.8%

Retail Sales (Kaufmann/frau im Einzelhandel)

4.8%

Office Administration (Bürokaufmann/frau)

3.8%

Business Administration (Industriekaufmann/frau)

3.3%

Mechanical Engineering (Industriemechaniker/in)

3.3%

Cook (Koch/Köchin)

2.7%

Medical Administration (Medizinische Fachangestellte)

2.6%

Hairdressing (Friseur/in)

2.5%

Wholesale and Export Sales (Kaufmann/frau im Gross- und Aussenhandel)

2.5%

Sales (Verkäufer/in)

2.5%

Top 10 Occupations as a Percentage of All Apprenticeships

32.8%

Source: Hilary Steedman, “The State of Apprenticeship in 2010, International Comparisons: Australia, Austria, England, France, Germany, Ireland, Sweden, Switzerland,” London Centre for Economic Performance, 2010.

Table 11. Occupations with the Most Apprentices in Switzerland, 2009–10
Percentage of
Total Apprentices

Occupation
Office Administration (Kauffrau/-mann)

15.4%

Retail Sales (Detailhandelsfachfrau/-mann)

8.3%

Electrical Installation (Elektromonteur/in)

3.3%

Cook (Koch/Köchin)

3.1%

Health Occupation (Fachangestelte/r Gesundheit)

3.0%

Engineering (Polymechaniker/in)

2.8%

Hairdressing (Coiffeur/Coiffeuse)

2.7%

Childcare or Care Occupations (Fachfrau/-mann Betreuung)

2.3%

Joiner or Woodworker (Schreiner/in)

2.2%

Vehicle Maintenance (Automechaniker/in)

2.2%

Top 10 Occupations as a Percentage of All Apprenticeships

45.3%

Source: Hilary Steedman “The State of Apprenticeship in 2010, International Comparisons: Australia, Austria, England, France, Germany, Ireland, Sweden, Switzerland,” London Centre for Economic Performance, 2010.
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many new occupations, such as those in tech-related
fields, have only been developed in the past few years.
As a final example, some countries might have
over-licensed their economy to the point that workers need to go through apprenticeship programs for
occupations that would not require apprenticeship
training in other countries. In Germany, apprenticeships are required for many retail and sales occupations.52 In other countries, such as the US, employers
do not require apprenticeship programs for these
occupations and view a high school education as a
sufficient qualification for a worker to be employed
in those fields.
Before the US hastily tries to adopt large apprenticeship programs, it might be worth reflecting on the
economic lessons from other countries and how, in
some cases, apprenticeship programs have created a
potential barrier to opportunity rather than a ladder
to achieving it.

students for immediate employment, they are primarily degree-granting institutions. Their culture frequently emphasizes general education in the liberal
arts and related fields as part of their commitment to
providing the first two years of a traditional college
education. Both tangible rewards and public recognition come from their success at graduating students
with an associate degree or facilitating their transfer
to a four-year institution.
Even if this “junior college” norm is important
across campuses, community colleges can be made
flexible enough to run apprenticeship programs, granting academic credits to active apprentices.55 While specific details on which institutions are offering credit for
which apprenticeship programs are sparse and difficult
to find, one RACC survey lists about 340 college members, generally community colleges, that have agreed to
work through a recognized third-party evaluator (e.g.,
the American Council on Education) to facilitate the
transfer of registered apprenticeship completion certificates into college credit.56 At those schools, apprentice completers can use these credits to help complete
associate or even bachelor’s degree programs.57
Community colleges can also serve apprenticeship
programs in a variety of other ways, including as direct
training providers (such as Honolulu Community College, Ivy Tech, and Clackamas Community College);
as state apprenticeship leads (such as South Carolina’s
Apprenticeship Carolina and Georgia WorkSmart); or
as registered apprenticeship sponsors (such as Harper
College and Gaston College).58 These community colleges have formed creative and unique partnerships
with employers in their local area to offer high-quality
apprenticeship programs to students.
While community colleges may state their willingness to bestow academic credit to apprentices, linkages between community colleges and apprenticeship
programs are nonetheless uncommon. Of the nearly
340 member colleges of RACC, only 22 are registered apprenticeship program sponsors—that is, the
institution participates as a partner in a registered
apprenticeship program. The other 318 members
are primarily providing apprentices an accelerated
pathway to earn an associate or bachelor’s degree
or “strengthening relationships” among registered

Can Community Colleges Become a
More Viable Option for Apprentices and
Employers?
The nation’s public community colleges already play a
large role in providing career and technical training.53
However, today they offer few apprenticeship opportunities—less than a third of community colleges nationwide have joined the network of employers, labor
groups, and associations working to support registered
apprenticeship programs under the DOL’s Registered
Apprenticeship-College Consortium (RACC).54
Nevertheless, with the right strategies in place,
community colleges may be able to provide the widest on-ramp to expanding apprenticeships. But to do
so they must first figure out how they can become
better suited as partners in apprenticeship programs.
And the place to start is by considering how they can
best address the cultural, structural, organizational,
and environmental obstacles that stand in the way of
even the most committed institutions.
Cultural and Structural Challenges. Although
community colleges offer many courses and credentials in career and technical fields meant to train
16
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apprenticeships and postsecondary institutions. And
while all apprentices engage in some form of related
instruction, only a small proportion fit even today’s
broad description of a “traditional college student.”59
The distance between colleges and employersponsored apprenticeships is understandable given
both the history and structure of apprenticeships.
Apprenticeship programs require training that primarily takes place in the workplace, not the college classroom. Formal apprenticeship programs frequently
entail, as is the case in Virginia (Table 1), 2,000 hours
of supervised on-the-job training and relatively minimal hours of related classroom instruction for each
year of apprenticeship. Community college leaders
must support apprenticeship programs with a willingness to have most of the training done by experts
outside the supervisory structure of the campus.
Similarly, community colleges run headlong into
another obstacle in offering apprenticeship programs:
inflexible credit requirements for degree programs.
With some variation across states and programs,
an associate degree requires 60 total credits, usually obtained by completing 20 three-credit courses.
Meanwhile, even within existing associate degree programs in career and technical fields, community colleges often require at least nine of those 60 credits to
be in general education fields.
These credit requirements do not map well with
apprenticeship programs. Registered apprenticeships have, on average, 144 hours of related training
per year, which roughly translates into three courses
worth three credits each. Yet the in-classroom component of apprenticeship programs are typically not
in general education fields but in subjects directly
related to the apprentice’s on-the-job training. And,
in most cases, apprenticeships run four years or longer, meaning the requisite in-classroom coursework
totals on a per-credit basis to roughly one full year
of community college coursework in an associate
degree program.
Therefore, colleges willing to facilitate the successful transfer of apprenticeship training into college credits must offer flexible curricula that can
recognize the on-the-job training apprentices receive
during their program as part of the associate degree

program, without increasing the number of credits
needed for a degree. If not, apprentices will likely be
unable to take full advantage of their extensive training for college credit.
The bottom line: Integrating the core on-the-job
training of apprenticeship programs with traditional
course offerings is challenging, even though community colleges already conduct a substantial amount of
career and technical education within existing degree
and certificate programs.
Finally, in addition to reconfiguring credit and
degree requirements, community colleges must recognize a more fundamental imperative: Starting an
apprenticeship program requires significant institutional resources and effort. No matter how attractive it may be for students to earn real money while
they learn, apprentices must be able and willing to
commit themselves to multiple years of classroom
instruction coupled with many hours of hands-on
training, culminating with passing rigorous national
certification exams.
Committed community colleges must therefore undertake significant effort in preparing students for the rigor of an apprenticeship, perhaps
via pre-apprenticeship or other remedial programs.
Add in the hard work involved for administrators in
organizing and applying for the registration of the
programs while also recruiting local industries to participate in them, which is not cheap. Plus, dedicated
staff must be hired and trained in relevant classroom
work and industry expertise, while classrooms must
be equipped with up-to-date and expensive instructional capital. Still, as we saw earlier, when apprenticeship programs work well, the payoff for students in
wages and employment security is substantial.
Organizational and Environmental Challenges.
Two of the most prominent and successful apprenticeship programs in the country, located at Central Piedmont Community College and Chattanooga
State Community College, underscore another
important challenge for community colleges: the corporate environment in close proximity to the college
campus. In both cases, the well-known programs at
these two colleges benefit from the close proximity of
17
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large German companies with strong historical roots
with the German apprenticeship system.60 This highlights the important advantage of having large, usually European-based companies near apprenticeship
providers.
At Central Piedmont Community College, the
apprenticeship program leads to an associate degree
in mechatronics, which is directly relevant to the
needs of the nearby Siemens plant. At Chattanooga
State Community College, apprentices enroll in a
three-year program that includes five semesters of
academic and practical training paired with four
semesters of on-the-job training at Volkswagen,
BMW, and Bosch plants.
However, not all community colleges with successful apprenticeship programs have nearby companies
with German apprenticeship experience. For example,
Michigan’s Kellogg Community College has four-year
apprenticeship programs in conjunction with American manufacturers with 8,000 hours of paid training
and at least 576 hours of classroom courses.61 Several
other examples of colleges working with local employers or sectors can be cited. But the fundamental point
is that understanding the nearby corporate environment and having the capacity—and willingness—to
respond quickly and entrepreneurially to employers’
needs is critical to both the proper framing and operation of a successful apprenticeship program.
Community colleges located near the small number of US firms that have over 500 employees have the
best opportunity to start and maintain apprenticeship
programs similar to those found today at a handful
of colleges.62 After all, only large firms can afford the
$160,000–$170,000 that Siemens estimates it must
invest per apprentice in its 42-month program.63 On
the other hand, 90 percent of the over 5.7 million companies in the US are much smaller in size, with fewer
than 20 employees; another 9 percent (516,000 businesses) have between 20 and 100 employees. Half of
the nation’s workforce is thus employed by the smalland medium-sized businesses (those with fewer than
500 employees) that commonly report trouble finding trained workers for the jobs they advertise. Consequently, many of these businesses are in dire need for
skilled workers who can be trained through the grants

and subsidies made possible by some states and the
Obama and Trump administrations.
In effect, community colleges, whether in small
towns, in rural settings, or where large businesses
are few or missing, also have an opportunity to
develop apprenticeship programs if focused on the
specific business needs of their local communities.
Clearly, apprenticeship programs cannot exist without intense and often expensive employer-college
involvement—a challenge that community colleges
find among the hardest challenges they face.64
Costs, Government Subsidies, and Solutions.
The transformation of community colleges into a
major offerer of apprenticeships is in part tied to the
availability of government subsidies. But, as is common with many workforce programs, the flow of government money supporting apprenticeship or other
training initiatives is often spotty and uncertain.
State Policy. States vary widely in their subsidies, and
federal support is not well-coordinated, well-known,
or sufficient.65 Therefore, along with employers and
labor groups, community college leaders must be prepared to advocate at the local, state, and federal levels
for increased and continuous support for apprenticeship programs.
Successful advocacy has made subsidies available
to employers in both Florida and Texas for training
costs through school districts and community colleges.66 New Jersey has provided $8,500 per participant to train students in the Youth Transitions
to Work program and subsidies to coordinators to
bolster local apprenticeship programs.67 Although
the practice may be economically questionable,
other states have focused their support on specific
industries, such as manufacturing, plastics, and
plastic-related trades in Connecticut; high technology jobs in Iowa; and childcare and the early education industry in Kansas.
One example worth emulating is Apprenticeship
Carolina, a division of the South Carolina Technical College System. This is among the nation’s most
successful apprenticeship organizations, with nearly
920 programs and 14,500 active apprentices. Over
18
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the past decade it has served almost 26,900 apprentices by providing apprenticeship consultants free
of charge to employers and guiding them through
the entire startup process, from initial development
to registration with the national registered apprenticeship system.68 With $1 million per year from the
state budget, along with annual tax credits to employers of $1,000 per apprentice, it has grown sixfold in
registered apprenticeship programs and fivefold in
apprentices during its 10 years of existence. According to the Urban Institute’s Robert Lerman, a specialist in apprenticeships, the annual cost to the state for
each apprentice, including the tax credit, has been
only about $1,250 each calendar year.69
In effect, interested states can leverage their community colleges and help launch apprenticeship programs for a fraction of what it costs to educate the
same person as a full-time student in the same college. Put another way, apprenticeships in the US are
currently funded by government sources at approximately $100–$400 per apprentice, while annual federal, state, and local taxpayer subsidies per student at
community colleges are approximately $11,400. Indeed,
according to the study of 10 states Mathematica Policy Research completed for the DOL’s registered
apprenticeship program, the estimated benefit over
the medium term of an apprenticeship is $58,000
more in benefits per apprentice than its cost to train
the apprentice.70 As they look for a way to educate
apprentices along with their other students, this is an
important argument for community college leaders to
make to state policymakers.

Title IV of the Higher Education Act, which provides financial aid for students attending accredited
postsecondary institutions, is by far the most important potential support for community colleges that
wish to sponsor or support apprenticeship programs.
Many technical issues are best left to student-aid
experts on college campuses. But, briefly, under existing regulations, apprentices who qualify for federal
Pell Grants can receive funding to cover all or most
of the cost of tuition, fees, books, and supplies for
the technical, in-classroom instruction portion of an
apprenticeship (as long as that instruction is part of an
eligible academic program). An immediate issue that
must be attended to is the extent to which the credit
and contact hour requirements of Pell Grants match
the typical structure of apprenticeships. In addition,
if the related training component of the apprenticeship is too limited in terms of contact hours, it may
not justify the costs to the community college of setting up an apprenticeship program, as the tuition and
fees raised may not cover the costs involved in starting and maintaining the apprenticeship program.
Other sources of federal money exist that can support apprenticeship programs as well. For instance,
the federal Workforce Investment and Opportunity
Act (WIOA) provides money to subsidize job-related
instruction costs. Similarly, veteran apprentices can
use their GI Bill education benefits to pay for all or
most of their tuition and fees if they are enrolled
in credit-bearing instruction as part of the apprenticeship (i.e., the in-classroom component). While
Title IV benefits are today limited to higher education institutions, both WIOA and GI Bill benefits can
flow to many different types of providers of apprenticeship training, including private companies or
community-based nonprofits.
The federal role in apprenticeship programs will
continue to evolve during the Trump administration,
as was previewed by the May 2018 final report of the
White House Task Force on Apprenticeship Expansion.72 The report’s wide-ranging policy recommendations predominantly focused on ways to encourage
private businesses—not necessarily community colleges—to offer apprenticeships. As more actors begin
offering apprenticeship programs, it will remain

Federal Policy. As the above example from South Carolina makes evident, a successful apprenticeship program
can be mounted at a relatively low cost. Nonetheless, an
important issue for community colleges is the extent
to which existing federal programs can be leveraged
to support local apprenticeship programs. Community college administrators can begin to acquaint themselves with the options available by turning to the DOL
primer, “The Federal Resources Playbook for Registered Apprenticeships,” which briefly identifies the various programs offered by federal agencies that could be
tapped to support apprenticeship programs.71
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important that appropriate accountability guidelines
are in place to ensure the quality of those programs.
However, it is unlikely that a one-size-fits-all federal
accountability policy is the best strategy for achieving this. Private businesses may be discouraged from
offering apprenticeships if requirements for doing so
are too onerous. Instead, policymakers might use the
market as a guide for quality apprenticeships, where
unsuccessful apprenticeship programs are shuttered
at the companies that go out of business. Since businesses, which are required to pay apprentices, have a
large stake in ensuring their apprentices are productive and learn necessary workplace skills, there might
already be necessary incentives in place to ensure that
apprentice programs are optimal and efficient.
Interested and committed community college
leaders are key to increasing funding for apprenticeship programs. If apprenticeships are to play a significant role in providing skills to the millions of workers
needed by companies facing underqualified or poorly
trained applicants, these leaders must lobby the federal government to do much more than it is doing
at present. If the US were to support apprenticeships at the level Britain does, it would have to invest
nearly $8.5 billion, not the mere millions that Presidents Obama and Trump have allocated. But while
much money is needed to adequately inform today’s
employers, students, and colleges, who are mostly
unaware about internship programs and why they
matter to them, their local economies, and the nation,
there are cheaper and less burdensome ways to support expanding internship programs.
For example, firms could be allowed an exemption from minimum wage regulations, and employers could receive relief from certain time-consuming
and costly registration requirements. In addition,
more community colleges could be incentivized to
come to the table by the waiving of some of the bachelor’s degree requirements around credit or contact
hours for Pell Grants so the students could have their
144 hours of in-classroom instruction covered. This
would help ease the burden on apprentices making
less than minimum wage.
Furthermore, given the lower cost apprenticeships
represent for states and the federal government,

especially when compared to a community college
education, interested college administrators should
advocate for extending Pell Grants to permit community colleges to offer apprenticeship programs
with local industries as an alternative career pathway
to an accredited degree. Federal and state tax credits
for companies establishing apprenticeship programs
with local community colleges should likewise be
pursued to help defray some of the costs participating
employers must bear.73

Interested and
committed community
college leaders are key
to increasing funding
for apprenticeship
programs.
Perhaps most importantly, what apprenticeship programs need most to show up on the radar
of employers, colleges, students, and policymakers is a broadening of the programs now available
in manufacturing and blue-collar trades to include
occupations in areas of high demand—such as information technology, advanced manufacturing, health
care, and other specialized fields—where employers are finding it difficult to find qualified workers.
As these fields open up to apprentices, we should
expect employers and the states to push Congress to
rationalize the registered apprenticeship system by
simplifying the registration process, making it better
known among students and employers, and increasing access to Pell Grants to provide additional support while apprentices are enrolled in required
courses. But to the extent this last proposal begins
to be implemented, community colleges could find
themselves in competition with many other organizations for the available funds.
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Competition from Private-Sector Providers.
Today, apprenticeships are only a small slice of the
nation’s career and technical training efforts. But,
given policymakers’ interest and improving economic conditions, the number of apprenticeships
will likely grow—and the range of occupations for
which apprenticeships can be created will likely also
expand.74 As community college leaders consider the
role they will play in this changing landscape, they
need to consider what policy changes they should
advocate for among their respective states and the
federal government and what actions they must take
internal to their campus, in their immediate locus
of control.
Whether community colleges sponsor apprenticeship programs or let external entities do it for
them, interested institutions must become useful
intermediaries between employers and potential
apprentices by helping recruit, select, and prepare
them for the apprenticeship, including providing, as
needed, pre-apprenticeship remedial courses. This
is perhaps the most integral component to fashioning successful apprenticeship partnerships. Community colleges already have access to large swaths
of potential apprentices within their student bodies,
and they already offer existing remedial and counseling services. And once students become active
apprentices, colleges can do much more than educate them in the classroom by providing career and
personal counseling and training apprentices in the
soft skills necessary for success in the workplace,
including communication competencies, teamwork skills, and the ability to lead and follow. Most
employers are not poised as well to offer these services to apprentices.
Granted, most community colleges do not provide these services at present (though the minority
of community colleges listed above with successful
apprenticeship partnerships do). While the window
for community colleges to expand their apprenticeship programs now seems to be wide open, if community colleges do not fill these aforementioned
roles, the window could slam shut. One recent
report, “Making Apprenticeships Work,” details how
emerging private-sector actors, called apprenticeship

service providers (ASPs), can limit and perhaps even
supplant the role of community colleges as apprenticeship sponsors or intermediaries.75
While not necessarily well-known in the United
States at present,76 ASPs have exploded in the United
Kingdom, where they establish, manage, and deliver
apprenticeship programs on behalf of employers.
There are over 1,500 of them, and the vast majority
of them are private companies. ASPs do what community colleges should be able to do well: recruit candidates, screen them, and match them to employers.
In addition, they support and mentor apprentices
while providing them with the related instruction—
all in all, roles that should be the natural comparative
advantage for community colleges. Moreover, ASPs
manage contacts with government, relieving companies of that often onerous task. Given the administrative burdens of registering and managing registered
apprenticeships in the US, to the extent to which private companies are prepared to take on these responsibilities, community colleges may find themselves at
a disadvantage.
Despite the challenges facing them and the threat
that ASPs could represent, community colleges are
central to how this nation now delivers its career and
technical education. In 2016 alone, they granted over
600,000 certificates—many of them designed to train
students for jobs in fields such as health care, information technology, and manufacturing—and they
awarded over 820,000 associate degrees, many technical and career oriented.
Nevertheless, if community colleges want to play
a prominent role in the proliferation of apprenticeships, then they must be amenable to reforming themselves internally, so as to serve fully the needs of both
apprentices and employers.
Given their central role in workforce training, many
community colleges are already feeling pressure to
expand their roles through apprenticeships due to the
recent national attention as a better way of moving
students into the workplace. With the right regulations and incentives in place and a leadership focused
on students’ workplace success, community colleges
can keep the window of opportunity from being narrowed by private-sector firms that see opportunities
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in the growing flow of dollars to support apprenticeships. But it remains to be seen whether community
colleges are nimble and willing enough to keep providing value for students seeking other pathways to
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